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By Jessenya Guerra

Due to the removal of the California State University, 
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) Vision mural, The Lutrinae 
saw it fit to address the history behind it. The Vision 
mural we have now was completed in 2015. The current 
mural was painted in the location of the previous Signs 
and Symbols mural that held residency on campus for 11 
years. The Signs and Symbols mural, painted in 2001, 
replaced the original Field Artillery mural that had been 
present since the days of Fort Ord. In mid 2013, the 
Signs and Symbols mural was removed, due to concerns 
of the presence of lead paint in the original Fort Ord 
Field Artillery mural that had been painted over. 

The Signs and Symbols mural contained excerpts of 
CSUMB’s vision statement. “Envisioned... serving 
diverse people...” could be seen in a red ribbon across 
the majority of the mural along with other key phrases 
from CSUMB’s vision statement. The ribbon that 
was inspired from the original Field Artillery mural 
symbolized connecting the past of Fort Ord to the future 
of CSUMB. 

The CSUMB founding vision statement written 
on Sept. 27, 1994 says, “CSUMB is envisioned 
as a comprehensive state university which values 
service through high quality education. The campus 
will be distinctive in serving the diverse people of 
California, especially the working class and historically 
undereducated and low-income populations. It will 
feature an enriched living and learning environment and 
year-round operation. The identity of the university will 
be framed by substantive commitment to multilingual, 
multicultural, gender-equitable learning.” These core 
beliefs were directly reflected in the Signs and Symbols 
mural that was created as a visual representation of the 
vision statement. 

Many students, faculty and staff were outraged when 
the Signs and Symbols mural had been removed 
seemingly without the campus’s knowledge in 2013. 
The painting was sandblasted over summer break when 
students were away, due to toxic lead paint from the 
Field Artillery mural. The Field Artillery mural had also 
been surrounded in controversy when it was removed. 
However, more students, faculty and staff were behind 
the change from the Field Artillery mural due to the 
desire of integrating the campus from military to student 

HISTORY OF THE VISION MURAL

friendly, and the promise of inclusion from the past 
mural moving forward. 

“To connect this transformation [Field Artillery to Signs 
and Symbols], the mural will also include a restored 
military painting. The Field Artillery mural that lies 
on the same wall of the mural project is expected to 
be restored if funding is available. [Johanna] Poethig 
says that help from the University and the community 
is necessary to fund this project,” said Gabriela Lopez 
in an Otter Realm article from Nov. 14, 2001 regarding 
the Signs and Symbols mural being painted. However, 
the Field Artillery mural never received the necessary 
funding and was eventually completely removed with 
the Signs and Symbols mural in 2013. 

Still today, students are upset about the removal and 
the repainting of the Signs and Symbols mural. On 
The Lutrinae’s Instagram page regarding our post on 
the removal of the current Vision mural, past students 
began commenting their opinions. “Didn’t it already get 
scrubbed and replaced a few years ago?!” commented 
Curtis McHenry, CSUMB alumni. “Knock it down. The 

new mural was a travesty anyway,” commented Jason 
Buchler, also a CSUMB alumni. 

The Vision mural was originally criticized due to the 
lack of words present in the mural. Where the Signs and 
Symbols mural contained excerpts of the founding vision 
statement, the new Vision mural made the choice to let 
the images speak for themselves. “The centerpiece of 
the new mural is the compass. The compass symbolizes 
directions in life, and overlaps with an image of the 
globe, representing the world we all share, and situating 
CSUMB in the global arena. The currents that radiate 
out from the center across both sides of the mural are 
expansive as they illustrate the rippling effect we have 
on one another. In the layering of the composition, the 
easily perceived and hidden elements complement each 
other.

“The lenses at each side of the compass magnify the 
values on which CSUMB is founded as we acknowledge 
the past and look toward the future. On the left is a 
reflection of the original Fort Ord military symbol that 
was the centerpiece of the wall. On the right, the lens 
is a camera, a telescope or beacon and through both 
lenses light shines through toward the sky of unlimited 
possibility,” from an explanation of the Vision mural 
provided by “The Vision mural, through a new lens,” a 
webpage on CSUMB’s Visual and Public Art’s Tumblr 
page. 

However difficult it might have been to witness the 
removal of the Signs and Symbols mural, President 
Ochoa had this to say at the dedication of the Vision 
mural in 2015, “..some people will pause from their 
day’s routine and take the time to examine a part of the 
mural, or to linger over the full scope of it. They will 
come away with a fresh point of view about the history 
of this region, about our campuses role in the community 
and about the beauties that surround us at Cal State 
Monterey Bay each day. Those future Otters won’t be 
able to thank all the faculty and students who conceived 
and created a lasting celebration of our campus’s 
transformation. So I would like to say it for them. Thank 
you for your outstanding work.”

Editor’s note: The Vision mural series will continue. Stay 
tuned with The Lutrinae for more. 

Signs and Symbols mural under construction in 2001 (Top). Photo Courtesy of The Otter Realm. Ribbon Cutting of the Vision mural by President Ochoa in 2015. Photo courtesy of The Otter Realm (Middle). The Vision mural being 
painted by students in 2015 (Bottom). Photo courtesy of The Otter Realm. 
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Essentially, the events during WWII 
caused Otsuka’s mother to denounce 
her own culture. 

Otsuka also believes her mother’s 
story is important because it is so 
timely. Parallels can be seen in how 
the way the Japanese citizens were 
treated can be compared to how 
Muslims, people of Arabic descent, 
and Latinx peoples are treated in 
modern America. Otsuka said that 
these parallels had caused her to 
become “hyper-tuned to race…more 
so after writing [the] book.”

Otsuka stressed the importance of 
learning from our history several 
times throughout the discussion, 
including during the question and 
answer session in which members 
of the audience were allowed to ask 
Otsuka questions about her book.

A student asked Otsuka, “How did 
this story aff ect the way you see the 
world today?” Otsuka had much to 
say about this topic, including that 
she “thought for the longest time it 
was just an episode from the past…
but I think it is relevant more now 
than ever.” 

By Hailey Hill 

On Oct. 18, award-winning author Julie Otsuka visited 
the California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 
campus to discuss with students her novel, When the 
Emperor Was Divine. Otsuka’s famous novel, which 
is a fi ctional take on her mother’s family’s experiences 
in the Japanese internment camps during World War II 
(WWII), was selected for the 2018 CSUMB common 
read, and her visit allowed students of all backgrounds 
and opinions to have their questions about the novel 
answered. 

Otsuka began the discussion by retelling some events 
that occurred in relation to her family being detained in 
the Japanese internment camps after the attack on Pearl 
Harbor. Her family was deeply impacted by the turmoil 
of the time; her grandfather, for example, was one of the 
fi rst 1,200 people of Japanese descent who were arrested 
after the attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Otsuka’s mother was one of the Japanese citizens 
detained during this period as well, and her story is 
deeply important and infl uential in Otsuka’s life. When 
writing When the Emperor was Divine, Otsuka says she 
“wrote a bit of herself into every character,” furthering 
her investment into her mother’s story. 

A topic that was especially thought-provoking was 
how her mother’s time in the camp infl uenced the way 
Otsuka was later raised. Otsuka explained that many 
Japanese chose to remain silent about their ordeals, 
and instead wanted to blend in as much as possible 
with “mainstream, white America.” Otsuka was given 
an American name, Julie, at birth, practiced American 
traditions such as Christmas, and spoke English even 
though her parents’ fi rst language was Japanese. 

The Lutrinae is a weekly campus newspaper covering CSUMB 
and its neighboring areas. Here at The Lutrinae, our goal is not 
only to educate and inform the public, but to entertain, to spark 
creativity, to encourage diversity of opinion, and to build a 
sense of community on campus and with the neighboring cities. 
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Author Julie Otsuka speaks at CSUMB

By Kristen Finley 

The city council of Seaside met with KB 
Development Partnership in December 2016 to 
purchase approximately 85 acres of former Ford Ord 
territory with plans to build a community and student 
inclusive “Campus Town.” Demolition, preparation 
and construction for the project began early this 
October. 

With one part of campus within Marina city limits 
and the other in Seaside, it’s hard for students to 
really have a town they can feel at home in. The city 
of Seaside plans to alleviate that with Campus Town.

The plans on the city of Seaside’s website indicate 
the main idea behind this feat was to give students a 
sense of belonging when attending California State 
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), as well as give 
the surrounding community a better chance to thrive 
with new opportunities for housing, shopping and 
employment.

Inclusion of more potential jobs means less travel 
times for students, since there are many who 
commute as far as Salinas or Gilroy for work. It 
also means there will be more places to go for 

Seaside visions for 
Campus Town

entertainment and leisure, as well as various shops to 
mosey around in when there’s a window of free time. 

Seaside also plans to implement more housing that 
stems from the idea of there not being many student 
and family-friendly options. The city council of Seaside 
felt like having more living space would help the 
surrounding community, students and university facility 
have access to the increase in opportunity this town is to 
provide. 

It’s stated in the master plan that success in the new 
shopping and living area would attract visitors and bring 
high quality employment options to increase the city’s 
tax base. 

The boundaries of the city are proposed to be between 
the interchange of Lightfi ghter Drive for the northern 
end, Gigling Road for the southern bit of it, First Avenue 
to the west and Eighth Street to the east. Seaside ensures 
there will plenty of scenic views of Moss Landing, 
Monterey Bay, Fort Ord National Monument and 
Elkhorn Slough. 

The construction is proposed to be fi nalized between fall 
of 2019 and spring of 2020. 

831-905-7768
www.foodaddicts.org

Diet No More!
Food Addicts in Recovery Anonymous

Local, free meetings!

Artist’s rendition of plans for Campus Town, courtesy of the city of Seaside, CA.
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By Hailey Hill

Registration for the spring 2019 semester is only 
a few weeks away, leaving many students feeling 
stressed. It can be difficult to determine which classes 
one needs to take to fulfill necessary requirements 
and have enough units to be on track to graduate. 

The best resources on campus to help with the 
registration process are the academic advisors, who 
are specific to your major. Each academic major has 
a designated advisor who is able to help determine 
which classes to take, how many units you need and 
how to stay on track towards graduating within four 
years. 

Because meeting with an advisor is so beneficial, 
it can unfortunately be very difficult to schedule a 
meeting with your advisor in a timely manner. Often, 
advisors are booked weeks ahead because advising 
appointments are in such high demand, which can 
be frustrating when you want to have your schedule 
figured out as soon as possible. 
 
There is another way to get your academic questions 
answered- advisors have “walk-in” appointments on 
Wednesdays, which are great opportunities to get 
your basic questions answered. Walk-in appointments 
are brief, but can still be very helpful. However, 
scheduling an appointment with your advisor is 
always the best way to get the information you need 
to be on track. Walk-in appointments, as well as 
regular appointments, take place on the third floor of 
the library. 

If you are unsure who to speak to for academic 
advising, you can check the university website to 
determine who is the advisor is for your specific 
major. There is also an academic advisor for those 
who have yet to declare their major.

Scrambling 
for advising

By Tessa Munson

Over the summer, there were some 
changes made to the California State 
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 
campus website and academic 
communication platform, iLearn. 
Whether students and faculty were aware 
of the changes to be made, the alterations 
seemed to come as a surprise to many.

Students and professors alike express 
frustrations with the updates to the 
online campus platform. “One of my 
professors doesn’t use iLearn and created 
a Google site instead. The professor 
posts everything on the class Google site, 
which creates another step for students 
to go through,” said CSUMB Human 
Communication major, Faith Espinoza.

Some instructors choose to create 
Google Team Drives or shared folders 
for posting course related materials and 
assignment submissions, instead of (or 
in combination with) using the standard 
CSUMB learning platform, iLearn.

“We (the students in the class) had to 
ask for online permissions to access 
the Google folders, which created more 
stress, since we then had to wait for the 
professor to accept the permissions. 
Everything for this class is structured 
through email. It’s frustrating not having 
everything in one place. It’s also time 
consuming having to learn how to 
use another new source, since some 
professors don’t want to use iLearn 
anymore. It creates more work for 
students.” 

Faith has noticed unexpected iLearn 
glitches too, “I have struggles with the 
iLearn site itself. At times, it freezes when 
posting to the forums and sometimes 
deletes written text.” To alleviate this 
issue, Faith has begun using word 
processing software to type her iLearn 
responses, and will then copy and paste 
her text into the iLearn forum once it 
is complete. That way she doesn’t lose 
everything she has written if she stays on 
another internet tab for too long.

Faith’s experience with instructors’ 
iLearn use is not an isolated incident. 
Many professors have course materials 
scattered throughout several different 
online platforms, further confusing and 

New changes to iLearn affect students 
and faculty

exhausting students. In one course, 
students are expected to check their 
emails, the syllabus, as well as iLearn 
at any given time during any given day, 
because the instructor posts materials at 
all different times. In one instance, course 
materials were emailed to students at 9:55 
p.m. the night before the 10:00 a.m. class. 
Students were expected to have read the 
materials that were emailed to them late 
at night for class the next morning.

One of the most poignant changes to 
iLearn is that students are now required 
extra clicks to get to their courses on the 
website. Before the summer 2018 online 
changes, students had minimal screens to 
navigate through in order to access iLearn 
from the main CSUMB campus website. 
Now, students are now required to sign 
in twice, once on the CSUMB main page 
and again on iLearn. For students with 
slow internet connections, each extra 
click they must conduct is more time 
wasted and further frustration mounting, 
before even beginning any coursework.

Vocal recitals held by 
Music Performing Arts

CSUMB Human Communication major, Faith Espinoza, browses iLearn for assignments and 
coursework after class. Photo by Tessa Munson.

Not only are students required to conduct 
more clicks to access iLearn, but once 
they are signed on to the site, students 
now have an extra screen to go through 
in order to view their courses. Prior to 
the fall 2018 semester, students were 
directed straight to the webpage on 
iLearn that housed student courses. This 
navigation setup was convenient for 
students who wished to quickly access 
their assignments and coursework. Now, 
students must click a hyperlink labeled 
“Courses,” once they are able to access 
their iLearn profile, in order to view 
their syllabi, coursework, professor 
announcements, due dates, amongst other 
vital information pertaining to students.

In some cases at the beginning of the 
semester, professors were not aware of 
how to upload new material. This lack 
of understanding made it difficult for 
instructors to relay important information 
to students. In one instance, a professor 
was under the impression that they were 
sending an email to their entire class, 
and instead, the email was only received 

by one student. The email’s purpose was 
to communicate to students that class 
would not meet that day. The result of 
students not receiving the professor’s 
email of absence was that the majority 
of students in the course showed up for a 
class that the professor would not attend. 
For students who live on campus or are 
relatively local, this is not a big problem. 
However, for commuters (a large portion 
of CSUMB students), driving all the way 
to campus for no reason wastes money, 
resources, time and mental capacity.

“As a new lecturer, I was never given 
any kind of iLearn training and was more 
or less tossed into the deep end. When 
these new updates to iLearn took place, 
I didn’t receive so much as a courtesy 
email about it. It was really frustrating 
to open up iLearn and come upon the 
changes this semester, especially when I 
had just gotten a hang of the old iLearn,” 
described one part-time CSUMB lecturer.

In another case, a professor submitted 
their syllabus onto the appropriate iLearn 
course page, but it was unintentionally 
placed in such an inconspicuous area 
that many students were unable to find it. 
The syllabus is one of the most, if not the 
most important document that students 
must refer to for information regarding 
the class. This instructor had good 
motives for posting the syllabus on iLearn 
for students to access, although it was 
little use to the students who were unable 
to locate it.

Even though some professors may have 
a little difficulty using the new iLearn 
site, students are still responsible for 
completing their coursework on time 
and in the expected fashion. This is why 
it is so important that all users are able 
to work on the CSUMB online platform 
with ease. If students are unable to find or 
access coursework that they pay tuition 
costs each semester to receive, their 
quality of education is reduced. 

This education quality reduction can be 
avoided if campus participants have, at 
least, the opportunity to learn more about 
updates made to online campus platforms 
during the off seasons. Communication 
to faculty and students alike in the form 
of a quick email describing some of the 
new changes to online campus platforms 
would be widely appreciated.

CSUMB vocalists who performed in the Oct. 19 Jazz Voice Recital under the direction of Professor Carlos Tottress, Vocal and Choral Studies:  Andrew 
Hernandez, Julia Jimenez, Kyle Kuldhusdal, Sabrina Lee, Reace Niles, Makayla Price, Javier Sedano, Suzette Segoviano, Tiana Sheridan, Kye Solomon, 
Dahlia Trujillo, Tiffany Villagran, Natalie Villalobos and Alexander Zuniga. Accompanist Joshua Lewis. Musicians Andrew Hernandez (Bass) and 
Dominique Jimmerson (Drums). Photo by Yollette Merritt.

By Yollette Merritt

California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) has 
lots of opportunities to broaden one’s interest and benefit 
from the many options available. As a result, there is a 
panoply of talented individuals in varied fields including 
voice students. Many do not realize there are weekly 
voice recitals taking place at the Music Performing Arts 
Music Hall, Building 30, on Friday afternoons at 4 p.m. 
which are free and open to the public. 

“As a student who completed my undergraduate work 
here at CSUMB, I was surprised - in fact, shocked - to 
learn that recitals take place on campus,” stated Brenda 
Ruiz, now a first year MBA student.  

“The voice training students are a mixture of music and 
non-music majors with all levels of vocal performance 
skills,” according to Professor Tottress, Director of Vocal 
and Choral Studies.

Recitals so far this semester have included country 
music, folksongs and bluegrass, jazz and Broadway 
musicals. Upcoming programs feature duets and a 
holiday programs on Nov. 9 and 18, with final voice 
recitals on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.

The Mid-Term Concert is scheduled for Sunday, Nov. 11, 
and the Peace on Earth Final Choral Concert on Saturday 
night, Dec. 8. These final concerts for the semester - 
all free and open to the public - will cover songs from 
Classical, Traditional and Contemporary Gospel Music 
to Popular Contemporary and Holiday favorites.
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By Yollette Merritt

Nov. 6 politics are in the air. California 
State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) students are following 
developments, whether or not they 
are of age and eligible to vote, or non-
voting international students. The results 
of the upcoming U.S. Congressional 
midterm elections - held halfway between 
presidential elections - are important as 
they will determine which political party, 
Republican or Democrat, will control 
Congress for the next two years. Voters 
will elect all 435 members of the U.S. 
House of Representatives and one-third 
of all U.S. senators including California’s 
senior senator, Dianne Feinstein, one of 
the 33 up for election.  

International perspectives at CSUMB on 
2018 elections

By Ray Kaiser

It’s been a couple of weeks since we’ve been thrust 
into the strange fantasy world of convenient and 
amusing transportation in the form of the Lime electric 
scooters that were introduced all across the campus as 
part of a deal between the San Francisco-based Lime 
company and California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB). However, motorized transportation, merely 
suggested safety guidelines and university students are 
bound to breed trouble. In the short time they have been 
on campus, students have crashed into pedestrians, fallen 
and needed stitches, and allegedly received a DUI - all 
while mounted upon these electric citrus steeds.

In wake of this veritable pandemonium, campus officials 
have finally spoken up more than just announcing the 
scooters’ arrival. “Scooters, like any motorized vehicle 
or bike should be used safely,” said Dr. Ronnie Higgs 
in an email that went out to all CSUMB students last 
week. Also enclosed was a short list of  “reminders” for 
future scooter users. This list included expected things 
like the wearing of protective gear - which the app from 
the Lime company itself also does - and the request to 
be mindful of traffic, but also things like not allowing 
headphones or earbuds to be worn while operating a 
scooter - which is also illegal while driving a car - and 
officially limiting one rider per scooter. The list finishes 
off with a reminder that, “You can have fun and also 
follow basic traffic rules.”

Since this email has gone out, I have seen little if any 
change. Admittedly, I did finally see someone wearing 
a helmet while riding, but they were also not a student 
and a faculty member. I’ve continued to see many people 
wearing earbuds, and while I’ve not spotted any rare 
triple-passenger scooters, I have continued to see plenty 
of double-passengers. I think this goes to show the 
biggest problem with the implementation of our bright-
green locomotion overlords: the matter of enforcement. 
While we’ve seen that the Campus Police Department 
will happily get involved when it comes to inebriated 
scooter-riders, it seems like guidelines transgressions a la 
wearing headphones, not wearing a helmet or throwing 
caution to the wind around pedestrians or other vehicles 
are not so focused on. Are these indeed just “reminders” 

The dust settles after the arrival 
of Lime scooters

and not rules? Or are they simply poorly enforced? The 
reality is currently quite unclear.

In addition to the email about safety, one was also 
sent out to all students living on campus regarding 
“juicers,” people who sign up to take the scooters in and 
charge them in exchange for both Lime credit and just 
average all-purpose money, juicing in campus housing. 
“Residents are prohibited from bringing Lime scooters 
into any residential building to charge them,” Ellie Hail-
Langn, Student Housing and Residential Life Conduct 
Coordinator laid out the week before the email from Dr. 
Higgs arrived in student inboxes. “Individuals found in 
possession of such prohibited devices may be subject to 
conduct action.” 

The main argument presented for this is that it is not 
the student’s, but the campus’ electricity that is being 
used to charge the scooters. Which has some interesting 
implications about our student housing, because that 

By Ray Kaiser

It’s that time of year again, and whether 
you want to be or not, you should 
probably start thinking about what classes 
you want to be taking next semester. 
As of last week, your registration time 
should be up on your OASIS dashboard. 
Couldn’t hurt to take a look at the 
course catalogue or even schedule an 
appointment with your counselor if 

Spring registration 
on the horizon

would presumably mean that what we pay for housing 
is just for the roof over our heads, and the services are 
provided free of charge by the campus. Or perhaps 
electricity is included in the housing payments, but 
the static average on which this price is based is being 
massively thrown off by the mass-charging of scooters. 
The way it is phrased in the email seems to suggest that 
the enforcement of this rule falls to the RAs, but even 
still I know of several students who still actively juice, 
so enforcement is clearly still an issue.

I had expected the world of whimsy the arrive of Lime 
scooters had thrust us into to level out, but weeks later 
it seems both the use and chaos is at comparable levels 
to when everything began. Only now certain issues are 
more clearly laid out as opposed to swerving at high 
speeds between tired students trying to get to class. It 
will be interesting to see if there is any kind of crack 
down on the horizon, or if the campus will remain the 
wild west.

Regardless of personal preference for 
the blue or red or purple of the political 
spectrum, the results of the upcoming 
election will impact legislation - social, 
environmental and economic - judicial 
appointments, district gerrymandering 
and  U.S. international protocols, policies 
and relations for years to come.

CSUMB international students were 
interviewed and asked their perspective 
on the upcoming election. Without 
exception, each referenced the important 
impact the U.S. has on the rest of the 
world on the micro, as well as the 
macro level, and on individual students 
preparing for their future as well as 
countries as a whole. 

“The U.S. is the lion and the rest of 
the world is holding on to its tail,” said 
Haoyii Lim, a fourth year Cinematic 
Arts student from Malaysia.  Although 
already a second year student when U.S. 
Executive Order 13769 was initiated, 
and Malaysia was not listed as a country 
banned from receiving U.S. visas, 
“The change in the air was evident, the 
personal and regional unease that resulted 
was notable,” stated Lim.

Another area of concern shared by Lim 
is the status and treatment of women in 
the current political sphere, particularly 
as most of his CSUMB professors who 
he holds in high respect are female. 
He recalls staying up all night with his 
American friends, each with strong 
opinions, watching the results of the last 
presidential election.

“When the U.S. sneezes, the rest of the 
world catches cold” is a geopolitical 
idiom ascribed to 19th century Austrian 
diplomat, Metternich, and is still used 
in today’s financial markets to describe 
economic dominoes. Although not 
previously familiar with the term, 
Riya Soe, a third-year Business and 
Accounting major from Myanmar who is 
fluent in four languages, agrees, “What 
takes place in the U.S., especially the 
economics - the sub-prime rate set by 
the Federal Reserve, the exchange rate 

of the dollar and trade - not only has 
direct repercussions on the finances and 
education of students studying in the 
U.S., but also on their future job and 
professional options. Economics drive 
politics, and for that reason alone, it is 
important to follow U.S. elections.”

Keyur Panchal, a second year Business 
Administration major from India with 
plans to continue studies in graduate 
school, pointed out that decisions that 
impact finances are important, such as 
laws that support employment options for 
citizens and non-citizens alike, as the U.S. 
is the world center for many industries 
and we live in a global market. “The laws 
for international students currently seem 
quite good, but there are not many options 
for off-campus employment for students 
who want to be more independent,” stated 
Panchal, “I plan to watch the results of 
the upcoming election.”

The election is important because, 
“People need to be concerned more about 
people,” stated Keigo Numazawa, a 
second year student from Japan studying 
English and undertaking weekly service 
learning with the homeless community, 
“I was surprised to see people who have 
so many basic needs in an area that has 
so much - the community should do 
whatever it can to help those in need. 
That is why government is important.”

you’re not sure what classes you need 
to be taking.  Registration for Winter 
2019 started on Oct 22, and Spring 2019 
registration begins Oct 29. Best of luck 
that y’all get the classes you want, but the 
first step is to be prepared!

Lime scooters lined up in Lot 59 at the end of the day (left). Photo by Jessenya Guerra. Scooter abandoned by it’s rider in a CSUMB planter (Right). 
Photo by Shaylea Stark.
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By Kristen Finley

“The campus of California State University, Monterey 
Bay (CSUMB) is on paper a parent-friendly place,” says 
Psychology major Leslie Pabingwit. However, no matter 
how accommodating a campus tries to be, there are some 
things that end up being missed unless you’re a student 
parent - even with all the simplest of bases covered, 
such as changing tables in women’s restrooms day care 
centers.

Before she transferred to CSUMB this fall from 
Hartnell Community College in Salinas, where she still 
works part-time as an instructional aid in biological 
psychology, she had a full hand in starting a student 
parent organization with a central focus in making her 
school more accessible for students with children.

She has high hopes the club (that’s yet to be named until 
this coming spring) she’s molding with Amy Zamara, 
Dr. Martinez, the Assistant Director of OC3, and the 
director of East Campus community will continue 
long after she’s graduated. She hopes that it develops 
club-pathways for other students transferring from her 
community college, where she could be an advisor and 
incorporate mentorships.

Compared to the community college she attended 
beforehand, she says that CSUMB has been the best 
parent-friendly campus she’s heard of (also confirmed 
by accounts from her friends with children at other CSU 
campuses). However, after being here for the first couple 
months, she’s noticed some things that could benefit 
from some attention - starting with day care. 

While her experiences with the existing day care systems 
have been pleasant so far, she’s heard a few accounts 
from other student parents that say otherwise. 

“CSUMB student parents have been denied preschool/
day care for their child on campus due to ‘space.’ We 
would like to maybe get funding going to help expand it 
or have the student parent organization volunteer to help. 
If we are consistent, maybe they will allow more kids,” 
says a determined Pabingwit. 

This, she says, is one of the most struggling aspects 
of child care on campus. When a child is denied 
supervision, the parent is forced to miss class or pull 
strings to be able to make a class. She adds, “It really 
does take a village to raise children.”

While she’s aware that there is currently a student-parent 
organization in place on campus, she promises that hers 

Student’s plans to make campus 
friendlier for student parents

is different - their goals are to push for small changes in 
what the school already offers. Their sights are aimed at 
the fact that there aren’t any changing tables in men’s 
restrooms.

Pabingwit states, “We live in a completely different 
time and I think that we, the campus and society as a 
whole, should make men feel more comfortable fulfilling 
that ‘nurturer’ role so they don’t feel demasculinized. 
Becoming a single parent has made me not believe in 
gender roles. I think there’s no such thing. If I can be a 
provider, pursue my education full time, and be a full 
time parent, anybody can.” 

Aside from busting through and leaving behind gender 
roles, she mentioned plans on approaching other clubs 
to include activities that would make students feel more 

By Yollette Merritt

Thousands upon thousands of dollars are spent each 
year in Monterey county and elsewhere by individuals 
interested in developing their professional development 
and career options. They went to school, they studied, 
they paid attention to erudite instructors who shared 
golden nuggets of knowledge and secrets to success in 
and out of their particular field of expertise. But upon 
leaving the marbled halls of education, reality strikes. 
It becomes obvious that the network circle of influence 
needs to be strengthened and enlarged, or in some cases, 
established. Especially if a goal is lifelong learning, one 
realizes that personal traits and skills need to be honed if 
one is to be more effective and marketable. 

Networking, which can be divided into three types: 
operational (day-to-day professional relationships), 
personal (needed when one is meeting major challenges) 
and strategic (focus is on a specific benefit) - takes 
time and commitment. And it is not a question of 
quantity - such as how many Twitter followers one 
might have - but rather, the quality and sustainability of 
relationships. It has been said that networking is both an 
art and a science, but it should also be enjoyable. This is 
especially true when one realizes each person is unique 
with valuable gifts and talents to contribute.   

A great networking resource exists here at CSUMB, 
no need to spend thousands of dollars and travel 
hundreds of miles. “There is a wide range of clubs on 
campus whose focus is professional development and 
networking,” states Allegra ChristianScher, Secretary 
of the Inter-Club Council (ICC). The ICC is a student 
subsidiary organization of the Associated Students 
responsible for the oversight and governance of Inter-
Club Council clubs. Its mission is to create and support 
club based activities and events that enrich the campus 
life experience of the students, faculty and staff.   

These professional networking clubs have a direct link 
and often sponsorship with their regional and national 
parent organizations that not only host internships and 
special trainings, workshops, and conventions, but 
also scholarships and employment billboards in their 
specialized fields.

In addition to those shared in the last issue of The 
Lutrinae, the following clubs include professional 

Professional development & networking
Clubbing at CSUMB

development and networking in their mission statement 
posted on their CSUMB webpages:

Agribusiness Club
The purpose of the club is to expose its members 
to agriculture knowledge and opportunities, while 
helping and educating the community about the role of 
agriculture in society and business.

Accounting Society
The Accounting Society enhances student life through 
professionalism, integrity and character.

Business Club
The mission of Business Club is to cultivate a strong 
sense of community, meaningful leadership skills 
and powerful career expertise though extracurricular 
opportunities outside of the classroom. 

California Land Surveyors Association
The mission of the CSUMB CLSA Student Chapter is to 
advance ethical, accurate and precise geospatial science 
in service to student growth, community needs and the 
land surveying profession.     
  
Master of Social Work Student Association
The mission and purpose of the club is to foster a 
support system for incoming and ongoing MSW 
students. This support system will allow students to get 
involved in student leadership, elections, democracy, 
networking with other MSW groups, and participation 
in the National Association of Social Workers (NASW). 
The NASW provides activities for students to advocate 
for social and economic justice.  

Networking & Professional Development Club
The club is designed to allow students to share their 
professional observations with their colleagues to 
enhance the learning experience, as well as members 
to meet new people and grow their personal and 
professional network. 
      
Ottermedia
Ottermedia is the streaming radio station at CSUMB. 
This semester, students broadcast live via the internet, as 
well as the CSUMB TV channel 71.2 Monday through 
Friday from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST. 

 

Psychology Club
The club meets weekly to discuss events on campus, 
community service, fundraising and relevant current 
events within the psychology community. Guest 
speakers and outings are scheduled to enhance members 
knowledge of the local psychology community, as well 
as  information about graduate schools.

Pre-Veterinary Club
The mission of the club is to prepare students who are 
interested in a career with animal medicine, network 
with like-minded individuals and connect with the 
professional veterinary community.    
 
Rotaract
This club is sponsored by Rotary International, the 
world’s largest service organization with 1.2 million 
members worldwide and a premier networking platform. 
Rotaract is designed for young men and women ages 
18-30 and has a strong international presence with more 
than 8,400 Rotaract clubs in 170 countries. 
      
Student Association of School Psychology (SASP)
The mission of SASP is to provide a venue for school 
psychology graduate students to discuss professional and 
academic issues, increase communication and leadership 
development, and support mentorship and training in the 
field of school psychology.

Student California Teachers Association (SCTA)
The club is for future educators and those interested 
in issues in education. The mission is to offer tools 
necessary to foster interest in the education profession 
by providing pre-professionals information about 
their rights, responsibilities and vital support systems 
necessary to become a committed part of the education 
profession.      

Women in Mathematics
The mission of the club is to empower members in the 
field of Mathematics while promoting equal opportunity 
in higher education with information about professional 
opportunities and employment.

Leslie Pabingwit with her three-year-old daughter and six-year-old son. 

comfortable with bringing their children - either by 
including events catered to children, or making plans 
more child-friendly. 

“We would like to collaborate with other clubs to 
emphasis ‘child friendliness’ with their events,” chimes 
Pabingwit. “If all clubs did that, more student parents 
would feel like they can attend AND bring their 
child(ren) because activities for kids would be included.”

Between being a full-time student, parent, and working 
with those suffering from mental disorders and 
degenerative diseases, Pabingwit puts in the time to 
formulate plans with her colleagues to make CSUMB an 
even more attractive place to study as a student parent.
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By Chike Okafor

“I personally don’t think Judge Kavanaugh is fit to be 
the Supreme Court Judge,” said Elyse Brian, a junior a 
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB). 
“I don’t think he has the correct morals or personality 
for such a position. I think it gives the wrong message to 
youth and young girls in particular.”

“I don’t think Brett Kavanaugh should be on the 
Supreme Court,” said Steve Real, a student at CSUMB. 

Student Perspectives on 
newest Supreme Court Justice

By Ray Kaiser

1616 
Dutch Captain Dirk Hartog made the second recorded landing on Australian soil by a 
European. This island of the West Australian coast was later named Dirk Hartog Island 
after him.

1861 
The Toronto Stock Exchange was founded.

1917 
The day of the October Revolution in Russia according to the Old Style calendar in use 
at the time.

1920 
After 74 days on hunger strike in Brixton prison in England, member of the Sinn Féin 
Irish political party and Lord Mayor of Cork, Terence MacSwiney, died.

1927  
Italian luxury cruise liner SS Principessa Mafalda is sunk of the coast of Brazil, 314 of 
her passengers dying.

1940  
Benjamin O. Davis Sr. was named the first African American general in the United 
States Army.

This day in history
October 25

“I understand during such sexual assault allegations 
you have to listen to both sides, but the latest FBI 
investigation was a joke. It was rushed and they should 
have interviewed the other women as well.”

Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed in as Supreme Court 
Justice on Oct. 6, which sparked outrage among 
protesters due to the allegations against him of sexual 
assault and misconduct from three women. Christine 
Blasey Ford, who is a college professor, claims that 
Kavanaugh allegedly attempted to rape her at a house 

party while they were in high school decades ago. 
Deborah Ramirez claims that Kavanaugh allegedly 
exposed himself to her while at Yale college and Julie 
Swetnick accuses Kavanaugh of alleged gang rape. 
Despite these allegations, the Senate voted for Brett 
Kavanaugh into the Supreme Court with a 50-48 
majority, which brought up a national conversation about 
gender and privilege.

1944 
 A crackdown was ordered on the Edelweiss Pirates, a scrapy, organized youth culture 
in Nazi Germany that had helped many army deserters and others hide from the Third 
Reich.

1944 
The battle of Leyte Gulf, between the Imperial Japanese Navy and the United States, 
occurred near the Philippines and is the largest naval battle in history.

1945 
Administration of Taiwan was taken over by the Republic of China after Japan 
surrendered to the Allies.

1971 
Suspicions regarding the Cuban Missile Crisis were reaffirmed when Adlai Stevenson 
showed photos during a United Nations Security Council meeting that proved the 
installation of soviet missiles.

1971 
The United Nations seated the People’s Republic of China, taking the place of the 
Republic of China (Taiwan).

1973 
The Yom Kippur War, a conflict between a group of Arab states headed by Egypt and 
Syria fought against Israel, was ended in a ceasefire.

1997 
After President Pascal Lissouba was driven out of Brazzaville during a brief civil war, 
Denis Sassou Nguesso proclaimed himself the president of the Republic of the Congo.
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Word Search Sudoku
Happy Halloween! This week’s word search features popular candy that is distributed to trick-
or-treaters, guaranteed to result in a sugar rush. Though students at California State University, 
Monterey Bay may be too old to go trick-or-treating, we can never be too old to take advantage of the 
Halloween candy sales!

Solved puzzles

Baby Ruth
Butterfi nger
Hershey’s

Kit Kat
Laff y Taff y

Milk Duds
Pop Rocks
Red Vines

Reese’s
Skittles

Snickers
Sour Patch Kids

Starburst
Twix

Twizzlers

By Alyssa Riley

---June had just gotten home from high school to fi nd her 
mother had locked herself inthe guestroom. June had a 
slight idea why.

However, it was hard to think about anything while 
June’s 10-year-old sister sat outsidethe guestroom door, 
weeping, begging their mother to come out of the room. 
June’s otheryounger sister was nowhere to be found. 
Probably locked herself in her own room.

“What is she doing?” June asked, placing her backpack 
down.

Ashley wiped her eyes, breathing heavily. “Sh-sh-she’s 
on the phone with d-dad,” shereplied, stuttering through 
the sobbing. “And sh-she’s screaming and crying and 
they’re fi ghtingand I don’t know what t-t-to do.”

Stress started to settle around June, covering her like 
an uncomfortable, prickly blanket.June’s mother and 
father had always been fi ghting. June’s father was quick 
to anger and didn’treally understand how to express 
his emotions very well, and to make matters worse, 
he wasonly home every two weeks because of his job, 
a job the family needed to survive. June’smother was 
quick to cry and had no backbone to standup for herself, 
and she had been raisingtheir three daughters mostly 
by herself for 14 years. They were both good parents 
that lovedtheir children—and their children loved them 
back—but they seemed to not love each otheranymore. 
June walked up to the door and knocked on it.

“Mama,” June called out. “What’s going on?”

No one replied for a second, but June could hear rustling 
and sniffl  ing behind the door.

“Just talking to your father,” June’s mother replied a few 
moments later, still notopening the door.

“Can we come in?” June asked, but already knew the 
answer.

“No, sweetheart,” she said. “I’m almost done, just give 
me a few more minutes.”

June took a seat next to Ashley, and they sat there 
together, waiting for their mother tocome back. She 
doesn’t really come back until a few months later, when 
June’s parents got a
divorce.---

---Lindsey was hanging out with her friend Josh in his 
dorm room. Her second semester
of college had just started, and it was going pretty well. 
Josh and Lindsey had just gotten done
eating their food from the Otter Express and were trying 
to decide what else to do tonight, but
really had no ideas.

“Do you remember how we became friends?” Lindsey 
asked, breaking the silence after
an unknown period of time. The question randomly came 
to her.

Protag
“Hmmm,” Josh pondered, taking a few seconds to think. 
“Honestly? Not really, I just
remember how we met.”

“Bruh,” Lindsey said, using the word unironically 
because she loved it. “That’s so crazy, I
don’t remember how we became friends either!” It had 
only been a few months since they
became friends, so how come they couldn’t they 
remember?

Josh then grabbed a pen and a piece of paper off  his desk 
and started scribbling. Lindsey
moved her chair closer to see what he was doing.

“Let’s make a chart and see if we can fi gure it out,” he 
said. “I met you through Elena.”

Josh drew a line from his name to her name. “And Elena 
met me through...”

They continued this process, recounting old memories 
(ones that had only happened
last semester, but that’s beside the point) and trying so 
hard to remember how they became
friends. However, after going back as far as they could, 
they couldn’t fi gure it out, but they did
notice one thing.

“You, Elena, and Matthew have done a lot of things,” 
Lindsey said, looking at the many
lines outstretched from their names. “You guys are like 
main characters.”

“Yeah, I guess we kinda are,” he responded. “We’ve 

made things happen, we’ve gotten things done.”

“And I haven’t,” Lindsey admitted, oddly embarrassed 
by her lack of lines, knowing the reason she didn’t have 
as many is because she was terrifi ed of putting herself 
out there, of talking to strangers, of people not liking her.

“No, I guess not.”

Josh went back to hunching over the paper, fi lling in the 
lines on the chart and adding some fi ner details to the 
writing. Lindsey sat in her chair and wished she was a 
protagonist.---

---Kim didn’t know how this conversation with her 
mother to begin, but she wished it would end.

“It’s none of my business,” her mother said as her and 
Kim headed into town in Kim’s Kia Soul. “But you 
know what the Bible says, it’s not okay. I won’t judge 
them—because God is already doing that—and I won’t 
be mean and rude, but I can’t accept it.”

“What if I was gay?” Kim asked, knowing her mother 
would just assume it was a hypothetical question.

“I would still love you,” she replied. And it would be 
hard for me to get used to, butthat doesn’t matter.”

Kim nodded and laughed in agreement, just wanting 
to drop the subject, while her realself silently sat and 
wished God—and her mother—could accept her.---

For the rest of this piece please visit thelutrinae.com. 
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By Ray Kaiser
4.8/5

Bad Times at the El Royale is an absolute masterclass 
of fi lmmaking. There are lots of fi lms that I enjoy in 
the moment, but don’t necessarily pass the “refrigerator 
test.” What I mean by that is, it does a great job of 
entertaining me in the moment, but by the time that 
night rolls around and I’m standing there looking into 
the open fridge looking for something to eat, little absent 
thoughts about things I didn’t like or things that didn’t 
make any sense will begin popping up in my head. 
Bad Times at the El Royale passed both of those tests 
with fl ying colors. Not only was it absolutely thrilling 
and engrossing in the theatre, but it left me thinking 
about how good it was for the next couple of late-night 
refrigerator visits.

Without giving anything away, because you want to go 
into this fi lm knowing as little as possible, Bad Times 
at the El Royale is about seven people who show up at 
an old Reno hotel with a whole lot of baggage. As the 
eerie atmosphere of the hotel begins to reveal itself as 
something deeper, a considerable amount of hell breaks 
loose as each character tries to do what they came there 
for - be that unfi nished business, or just trying to survive 
and get some goddamned sleep - all of them products of 
their fragile time in history.

 There aren’t really heroes and villains, just people 
trying to do what’s right or get what they want. All of the 
performances were fantastic, even the chronic mumbling 
of Jeff  Bridges was both a legible and fantastic character. 
A couple of other performances surprised me, including 
a couple of brief appearances of Nick Off erman and 
a disconcertingly American Chris Hemsworth. With 
the brilliant direction of Drew Goddard, everything 
from the characters to great set design on such a small 
budget creates a compelling version of slowly crumbling 
America in the late 1950s.

Bad Times champions the idea of “show don’t tell.” 
Information is presented very organically, and there isn’t 

Ray’s Reviews
Bad Times at the El Royale

a single moment in which a character has to give out 
some kind of exposition along with their dialogue. The 
fi lm slowly gives you pieces of information, making sure 
to focus on them long enough for you to pick them up, 
but then trusts you to put them together yourself. When 
this is pulled off , and it’s pulled off  masterfully, it is such 
a refreshing and exciting way of telling a story.

 In that same vein, the way the fi rst half of the story 
is told from multiple characters’ perspectives is very 
well-handled, and both weaves the characters’ stories 
together in interesting ways and very deftly makes sure 
you understand the chronological order of events despite 
their mixed presentation. I have to give credit to both 
the fi lm’s editor, Lisa Lassek, and the cinematographer, 
Seamus McGarvey, for making this element of the fi lm 
work as well as it did.

I do think that the fi lm slowed down a little bit after 
all of the characters’ stories converged and the fi lm 
switched to a more linear storytelling, but that’s not to 
say the second half is bad because of it. It still contains 
the same marvelous fi lmmaking, and even did a really 
good job of subverting my expectations and predictions 
with its story beats. My only real criticism of the fi lm 
is small, and ultimately, a nitpick: that being that the 
score in one of the latter scenes felt very off . For starters, 
specifi cally noticing a fi lm’s score is a bad sign, because 
fi lm scores always do their best work when they dissolve 
into the background of the scene. But this piece of music 
felt very heavy-handed and a little out of place with how 
it was trying to dictate how audience members should 
be feeling about the scene. This is not a bad thing on 
principle, but none of the other music in the fi lm did this 
and it certainly stood out.

This fi lm manages to be an intense thriller chockablock 
with good characters and a scathing historical look at 
America during one of it’s more shakey moments. The 
commentary is delivered mainly through the characters, 
and like the rest of its showing (rather than telling) it is 
done both very eff ectively and without taking you out 
of the moment. I will warn you, though, this fi lm is not 

light in any sense of the word. It’s dark, it’s honest and 
it’s straight-up nasty when it comes to certain things. 

This is particularly notable with the violence - it doesn’t 
gratuitously show anything, but it certainly isn’t shy with 
it either. If those sorts of things are nowhere near your 
alley, then I would maybe suggest you steer away from 
this one, or at least go into it with caution. Besides that, 
I absolutely suggest you go out to see this while it’s still 
in theatres. It made me laugh, it made my cry, it made 
me sit up in my seat when I was getting comfortable - 
hell, it even made me almost yell “Just dome him!” in a 
very sparsely-occupied cinema. At the very least, check 
this one out once it hits streaming services. It’ll most 
certainly be worth your time.

Verde!¡
By Lacey Raak 

When I was a sophomore undergrad, 
I studied abroad. I was in the United 
Kingdom (England) for the entire year. 
It was amazing for so many reasons, 
one of which was the opportunity to 
travel to areas I otherwise would never 
visit. For Spring Break, three friends 
and I went to Southern Africa. We 
spent a few nights along the banks of 
the Zambezi River near Victoria Falls. 
While there, we became quick friends 
with one of the young men working 
at the campsite. He would be setting 
the tables and opening the restaurant, 
while we sat in the open air along the 
river drinking coff ee and nursing our 
hangovers. 

One morning, we talked about our 
dreams. His dream struck me as 
nothing else had and it propelled me 
toward what I would do with my life. 
His dream was to come to America 
and become a singer. It wasn’t the 
dream itself that struck me - it was the 
fact that by pure chance I had already 
achieved half of his dream. Now of 
course, I realize my “achievement” 
was better referred to unearned 
privilege.  I still get teary when I think 

U.N. Climate Report Abroad

By Associated Students

The Associated Students (AS) Toiletry 
Pantry is a new pilot project which 
launched this semester in September. 
It is conveniently set up as a one stop 
“take as you need” service in providing 
basic toiletry essentials to students in need. 

This is a free service currently set up 
in the men’s and women’s restrooms in 
the Student Center (Building 12). So far 
for the month of September, over 500 
products have been distributed. 

The items provided in the Toiletry 
Pantry bins include but are not limited 
to: feminine hygiene products, hair care 
products, soap, dental hygiene products, 
shaving cream and more. We acquire 
these products through donations from 
local companies, CSUMB faculty 
and staff , and AS also subsidizes the 
purchase of necessary products to stock 
the bins. 

AS Toiletry Pantry

about this - not because of sadness, but 
because of the overwhelming gratitude 
and the deep sense of responsibility that 
comes with this memory. I knew I had 
to do something that matters. I chose the 
environment. It was the one thing I could 
do that could help everyone, no matter 
their race, class, power, species, etc.  

The other privilege of course, is earned 
privilege. Having a college degree, is 
an earned privilege. They both require 
responsibility.

Earlier this month, the United Nations 
released their Climate Report. It stated 
we (yes, you too) have 12 years to avert 
catastrophic climate change. Indeed, 
we are already seeing the impacts of 
climate change. An acceleration of these 
events will continue if nothing is done. 
This should instill in all of us, especially 
those with the privileges of literacy and 
education, a sense of deep responsibility. 
Compliance based on the belief that 
climate change isn’t real is ignorant. 
Compliance based on the belief we can’t 
make a diff erence is irresponsible and 
weak. As individuals, as an institution 
of higher education and as part of the 
ecosystem, we must take action. It is, in 
fact, our responsibility and our privilege.

The VP of University Aff airs, Jennifer 
Costa, and AS Basic Needs Senator, 
Maddy Maurer, who directly oversee this 
project are also supported by the AS Pro-
Staff  and AS Student Assistants to track, 
monitor and keep the bins full.

If you would like to donate to the Toiletry 
Pantry, donations can be dropped off  in 
the Student Center room 109 Monday 
through Friday from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. If you 
have any questions, suggestions or would 
like to know more about the AS Toiletry 
Pantry, please contact Jennifer Costa at 
vpua@ascsumb.org. 

This is an example of one of the 
immediate goals for the Associated 
Students focused on alleviating the 
fi nancial burden of higher education 
students face, and this is one of the 
methods AS has used to address that 
along with our sponsorship of our 
monthly AS Food Pantry. 

Music Maven
Halloween playlist
By Jenna Ethridge

Do you have a Halloween party 
approaching, but no music to accompany 
it? Are you bored of the generic 
Halloween CDs sold at Party City that 
feature stereotypical sound eff ects of 
doors creaking, werewolves howling and 
damsels-in-distress shrieking? If so, The 
Lutrinae has you covered! 

With more than nine hours of “Beach 
Goth,” spooky surf rock and creepy 
classics, this playlist will surely be a hit 
among partygoers that will keep them 
dancing under the moonlight all night 
long: https://tinyurl.com/y97fyf48.

Be sure to follow Music Maven on 
Spotify to keep up with other playlists, 
new releases and bi-monthly curated 
playlists: https://tinyurl.com/yakkvy9w.

1. Graveyard’s Full by The Growlers
The Growlers are a self-described 
“Beach Goth” band from Costa Mesa, 
perfectly capturing the essence of 
surf-rock and creepy that’s enjoyable 
to listen to year-round. The band 
has also hosted a Halloween themed 
festival by the same name for the past 
seven years.

2. In The Room Where You Sleep by 
Dead Man’s Bones
Dead Man’s Bones is a band 
comprised of famous actor, Ryan 
Gosling, and his friend whom were 
inspired by their mutual fascination 
with ghosts and Disneyland’s Haunted 
Mansion ride. This song was even 
featured in “The Conjuring.”

3. Monster Surfi ng Time by The 
Deadly Ones
The Deadly Ones are a band from the 
1960’s that only released one album 
called, “It’s Monster Surfi ng Time.” 
After the success of Bobby “Boris” 
Pickett’s “Monster Mash” in 1962, 
other surf-rock bands, such as The 
Deadly Ones, also tried to capitalize 
on the novelty.

4. Be True To Your Ghoul by The 
Ghouls
The Ghouls were also infl uenced by 
the 60’s fascination with surf-rock and 
campy monster movies, releasing their 
only album, “Halloween With The 

Ghouls,” in 1964. The album features 
songs such as “The Little Old Lady 
from Transylvania” and “Monsterbilly 
Heaven.”

5. Witch Stomp by Guantanamo 
Baywatch
Guantanamo Baywatch are another 
modern surf-rock band from Portland, 
Oregon that is reinventing the 
sound of traditional rock and roll by 
emphasizing the forgotten elements 
of being carefree and raw with your 
sound.

6. Dead Ghosts by Dead Ghosts
Dead Ghosts are a garage-rock band 
from Vancouver, British Columbia that 
have been compared to artists such as 
the Black Lips and King Khan. Their 
discography features songs such as 
“Haunted House” and “B.A.D.”

7. Ghost by The Frights
The Frights are a surf-punk band 
from San Diego that are an integral 
contribution to current trends in “skate 
rock” culture. With songs such as 
“Freaking Me Out” and “Afraid of 
the Dark,” they’re sure to give you a 
fright!

8. Haunt Me by Surf Curse
From Reno, Nevada, Surf Curse also 
embody the surf-punk sound that is 
once again “making waves” in the 
indie music scene. Though some of 
their material can feel somber and 
slow, some of their other spooky songs 
include “Freaks” and “Goth Babe.”

9. Winks and Smiles by The 
Buttertones
The Buttertones are a band from Los 
Angeles whose genre is hard to label, 
though they are defi nitely appropriate 
for Halloween. With songs such as 
“Bats on the Ceiling” and “Ghost 
Safari,” they execute post-punk rock 
with suavity and a vintage essence. 

10. Creepy Part 2 by Los Straitjackets
Los Straitjackets are an instrumental 
rock band from Nashville, Tennessee 
that have been making music since 
1988. Their songs “Rockula” and “All 
Back To Drac’s” are certain to be a hit 
at your next Halloween party!


